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Abstract 
Rural-urban migration has long been associated with economic development and growth of 

the country in Cambodia. This research aimed to assess the personal impact of rural-urban 

migration, with a focus on gender and geographical perspectives, in order to identify means of 

strengthening safe migration and consequently improve the socio-economic status of rural 

migrants in urban poor communities of Phnom Penh. The research sampled internal migrants 

currently living in two Khans in Phnom Penh. It found that: (1) these migrants shared similar 

demographic characteristics in terms of gender and marital status in the two Khans, but 

differed in terms of educational attainment; (2) one fifth of these migrants had completed 

professional trainings; those from Khan Tuol Kork had more formal training for skilled 

employment; (3) labor and own-business were the major income sources, while migrants 

spent the greatest percentage of their daily income on food; (4) 67.6% of these migrants 

requested or provided documents to the local authorities for employment and house rental and 

few of them were required to pay for these procedures; (5) income was positively influenced 

by total expense per person/day, relationship with neighbors, information about safe 

migration and community cohesion; (6) the migrants came to Phnom Penh as a result of some 

key push factors (lack of rural diversification and employment, rural poverty, insufficient 

agricultural land) and pull factors (including construction demand, high income generation, 

better infrastructure, and further education,) (7) one third of the migrants planned to return 

back to their home town; this percentage was higher among male migrants. On the basis of 

these findings, recommendations to government agencies, donors, international organizations, 

Non-governmental Organization (NGOs) and migrants have been provided. These 

recommendations focus on skill development, awareness raising, the establishment of a 

supportive of legal framework, and improvements that contribute to gender equality.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

1 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1.Background 

In the context of globalization, migration has emerged as a defining global issue. Migration 

refers to the physical movement of humans from one area to another, sometimes over long 

distances or in large groups. Migration can be internal, i.e. movement within the country of 

origin, or international i.e. movement from one country to another, and either temporary or 

permanent.  Migration may be motivated by push factors in the sending area or pull factors in 

the receiving area. Some positive reasons for better employment, freedom and better living 

condition; while others migrate to escape war, famine, poverty and/or oppression (Anitha, 

2015). Migration is an international movement and it is a significant contributor to 

urbanization, as people move in search of social and economic opportunities or as a result of 

environmental deterioration. In 2010, more than 200 million people, equal to about 3% of the 

world‘s population, lived in a country different from the one in which they were born, and 

migration within countries continues at high levels. In relation to migration within countries, 

people were primarily moving from rural to urban areas (Awumbila, 2014). In these days, 

migration is the world phenomena; safe migration is important for social development and 

economic growth. A term ‗safe migration‘ defines as a process by which potential, future 

migrants are made aware of matters, issues and facts in order to avoid risks, exploitation or 

abuse prior to, during and after the migration process. Safe migration is used within 

trafficking prevention; informing migrants as to factors in destination countries, labor-related 

issues and generally migrants' rights (Smit, 2004, 29─30).  

In the new era of globalization, both economic and labor migration is on the rise. Due to lack 

of employment opportunities in developing countries and significantly increased demand for 

low-wage workers in developed nations, both men and women from least developed countries 

(LDCS) are migrating to secure employment in other countries that will support themselves 
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and their families back home. More than half of the world‘s populations are now living in 

towns and cities, and the figure is projected to rise to 75% by 2050 with most of this urban 

growth concentrated in Africa and Asia (UN DESA, 2015). In developing countries, there are 

twice as many people of around 2.3 billion living in urban agglomerations as there are living 

in cities in industrialized nations. Moreover, there will be four times as many, totaling 3.9 

billion people, 60% of whom will be below 18 years of age in 2030 (UN-Habitat, 2014). 
Furthermore, in 2013 the World Bank advised that governments of developing nations must 

prepare to house an additional 2.7 billion people between now and 2050, as migrants move in 

unprecedented numbers from rural to urban areas to pursue their hopes and aspirations (World 

Bank, 2013 cited in Brueckner and Lall, 2015). 
By 2025, more than half of the population of Africa will live and work in urban centers, 

compared with 14.5% in 1950, 28% in 1980 and 34% in 1990 (UN-Habitat, 2014). The 2001 

South African Census showed that internal migrants accounted for 35% of the population of 

the city of Johannesburg while cross-border migrants made up only 6.7% (ILO, 2013). Rapid 

urban growth has been an issue for some time; for example, in Nigeria this trend was apparent 

before it achieved independence in the 1980s (Awaremi et al., 2011). Many rural people 

moved in large numbers temporarily or permanently to towns and cities to find new job 

opportunities, improved livelihoods, and a better standard of living (Karim, 2014). According 

to Braunvan (2004), people tended to be pulled to areas of prosperity and pushed from areas 

of decline. Braunvan also found that migrants focused on the benefits they hoped to gain by 

moving and usually gave less thought to the problems that they would incur as a result of the 

process. Still rural-urban migration has seen benefits for migrants and for their families 

remaining in urban areas. For example, a study by Atnafu et al. (2014 found that those who 

migrated from western Kenya to Kenya‘s urban areas achieved  higher wages in urban 

destinations, and maintained strong communication with people in their hometown and sent 

remittances to relative who remained there.  
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While urbanization and urban population growth rates have been falling for some time in all 

the major world regions, the absolute number of people added to the world‘s population each 

year is expected to peak this decade at slightly less than 80 million a year, mostly in Asia and 

Africa. Approximately 50 million people a year are being added to Asia‘s urban settlements, 

while only about 15 million are being added in Africa. However, Asia‘s share is declining and 

Africa‘s is growing, and if current trends continue, by 2050 about half of the 60 million 

people added to the urban population each year will be in Africa (Tacoli et al., 2015). In 2009 

there were an estimated 145 million rural-urban migrants in China, which accounted for 

approximately 11% of the total population (Hu, 2012).  The number of migrants born after 

1980 was estimated between 85 million to 100 million. Such high figures were the result of 

three distinct government policies converged to shape the circumstances for increased rural-

to-urban migration in China. They included China's ―Reform and Open‖ economic policy, 

which created unprecedented growth, and resulted in a significantly strengthened economy, 

higher incomes across China, and massive foreign investments directed at the manufacturing 

industry in eastern urban areas. In this context, slower income growth for rural families, 

increased demand for cheap labor in China's new manufacturing sector, and booming 

development that encroached on rural lands pushed a large amount of rural surplus labor 

moving to the cities (Hu, 2002). 

In 2013 the Cambodian Inter-censal Population Survey identified an estimated 4,241,693, 

2,104,499 (50.4%) or whom were female migrants, accounting 28.9% of the total national 

population (MoP, 2013). The majority of these migrants were rural to urban migrants, 

accounting for 24.5% of the national population. In the last two decades, there has been a shift 

from people displaced by civil war and political instability during the 1980s and 1990s to 

voluntary migration in search for work. Nhim (2012) asserted that push and pull factors 

motivated the rural to urban migration for employment. The push factors included difficulties 
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running a business in the countryside, not enough agricultural land, and lost land within the 

village of origin. Pull factors included the chance to in the city and earn a higher wage.  

Even though migration into urban areas has helped to improve socio-economic conditions and 

has contributed to poverty reduction of rural people, rural to urban migrants face three 

important problems: long-term involvement in unskilled employments, safe migration, and 

high risk and poor living conditions in urban settlements. In Cambodia, the population growth 

rate between the 1980s and the 2000s was 2.5% per year and the latest studies show that about 

60% of the Cambodian populations were aged 24 years or younger (CDRI, 2007). Already a 

large proportion of young people have entered into the labor force as a result this ‗baby boom‘ 

(McKenney and Prom Tola, 2002).  Indeed, it is estimated that 275,000 young people enter 

the job market every year (ILO, 2007).  A pattern of employment in agricultural sector 

remains the stable, which is approximately 59% of the total labor force, and agricultural 

sector is estimated to accommodate more than 211,750 young people. Most of them are 

seeking agricultural land for farming and for supporting their livelihood activities 

(Ramamurthy et al., 2001; Theng, 2009). This trend suggests that there will be surplus of 

labor and this surplus will likely lead to more outgoing migration. Similarly, Diepart (2010) 

found that migration to urban areas could be the result of labor surplus in rural areas. 

Furthermore, land speculation arose after the land law was enacted in August 2001 and 

official land titling was distributed, and this has resulted in rapid increases in the price of land. 

This has convinced many small landholding farmers to sell their land and become wage labor 

migrants (Diepart and Ly, 2010).  

Generally long-term Cambodian migrants are engaged in construction, factory work, 

plantation work, domestic help, and fishing i.e. predominantly 3D jobs—Dirty, Difficult and 

Dangerous (IOM, 2006, cited in IOM, 2010, p.15). Furthermore, the majority of the rural 

migrants were engaged in unskilled jobs including construction workers, porters, farm 

workers and garment workers with low rates of payments (Acharya, 2003). Still, a study 
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conducted by the International Labor Organization (ILO) in 2001 revealed that young 

migrants often struggle to secure employment due to low education and lack of skills (ILO, 

2007). The main engines of economic growth and social development which are sources of 

employment creation – garments, construction, communication and tourism of Cambodia - are 

inadequate for absorbing this labor surplus. Furthermore, it is likely that unemployment in 

urban areas as well as unemployment or under employment in rural areas will increase due to 

exploitation of natural resources made by big companies, have forced more young people to 

leave their villages and seeking for job in the urban areas (Houghton, 2003). A study by 

Heinrich Böll Foundation in 2014 found that limited opportunities for education have 

generated a large pool of unskilled workers seeking for employment, and the job creation rate 

is currently not meeting the constantly growing labor supply. At the same time, the 

availability of vocational and life skill training is very limited (ADB, 2015).  

In recent years, scholars in Cambodia have extensively studied international and internal 

migration (AF, 2011; Chan, 2009; Hak, 2011; Heng, 2013; Maltoni, 2007; Max and Rim, 

2013; Walsh and Ty,  2011; Lee, 2006; Walsh et al., 2011), urbanization and rural movement 

(Lim, 2007; MoP. 2012); poverty, remittances and inequality (Gemzell, 2011; Hing et al, 

2013); illegal migration and forced displacement and migration (Hing et al., 2011; JRS 

Cambodia, 2012) and impact on older age parents (Hak et al., 2011). However, there has been 

a lack of focus on the experiences of those who move from impoverished rural circumstances 

to urban poor areas. This study seeks to fill this knowledge gap. It is believed that this 

research study will contribute to policy development and the provision of specific services to 

improve the circumstances of rural migrants living in urban poor areas in Phnom Penh.. 

1.2. Aim and Objectives 

The overall aim of this research was to propose means of strengthening safe migration to 

improve socio-economic status of rural migrants in urban poor communities of Phnom Penh 

with a focus on gender and geographical perspectives.  
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The research objectives were as follows: 

 To analyze professional (i.e., skills and types of jobs) and socio-economic (i.e., housing, 

education, health, and social acceptation) changes for rural-to-urban migrants; 

 To examine characteristics of safe migration from rural to urban areas of Phnom Penh, 

with a gender perspective; and  

 To explore the near-future plans of rural-to-urban migrants, and possibility of returning 

back to their rural communities. 

1.3. Research questions  

 Are rural-to-urban migrants employed in skilled or unskilled work roles?  

 How could rural-to-urban migrants successfully improve their living conditions in urban 

poor communities of Phnom Penh? 

 How safe are rural women migrating from rural to urban areas of Phnom Penh? 

 Are migrants planning to return home after a period of time in Phnom Penh? 

1.4.Significance of the Research 

The research produced quantitative and qualitative data, both of which are useful for policy 

development, planning, and project design in supporting safe migration from rural to urban 

areas in Cambodia. Theresearch findings and recommendations will provide valuable 

information to the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) - in particular, the Ministry of 

Labor and Vocational Training, the Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP), the Ministry of 

Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation - that can facilitate improvements of 

policies and planning in relation to rural to urban migration. They will also be used by 

international donors, such as the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), to learn how they could support the 

government and Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) to carry out projects for improving 

the living status and living environment of internal migrants, capacity building youth migrants 
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to enable them to secure decent jobs, and promoting safe migration through socio-economic 

and legal support. Finally, the findings of the research will be useful sources of information 

and data for the project design and program implementation; they will be used by NGOs to 

raise awareness among migrants from rural areas to ensure safe migration and to improve 

migrants‘ living condition in urban areas. 

1.5.Scope and Limitation 

This research was conducted to strengthen safe migration through improving socio-economic 

development of rural people moving into urban poor communities of Phnom Penh focusing 

on gender and geographical perspectives. The research specifically focused upon professional 

development (i.e., skills and types of employments) and socio-economic changes (i.e., 

housing, education, health, and social acceptation); characteristics of safe migration from 

rural to urban areas, and the near-future plans of rural to urban migrants, including possibility 

of  returning to their rural communities. With time and financial constraints, the research was 

conducted in two different Khans of Phnom Penh for comparative cases; they included Khan 

Tuol Kork and Khan Steung Meanchey. 

In order to avoid data bias, information as obtained from a range of sources. In addition to the 

survey among the migrants in the two Khans; key informant interviews were conducted with 

national and international NGOs and local authorities. The study was able to secure 

interviews with all identified key informants, except the Sangkat governor of Steung 

Meanchey in Khan Meanchey. This study had a number of limitations, both in the issues 

covered, and the sampling design and procedure. Some important issues were not covered in 

the study were the impact of reduced prices of house rental, water and electricity. The 

research strategy is very new, and it was hard to evaluate these impacts during the field work. 

Regarding the sampling design and procedure, the research team found it hard to find male 

respondents because they were away at their jobs. As a result, the survey had a larger 

proportion of female respondents.  
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Chapter 2. Methodology, Profile of Study Areas and Migrants  

2.1. Type of Research 

This is an applied research study, designed to gather both quantitative and qualitative data 

relating to the problems faced by migrants who move from rural to urban areas of Phnom 

Penh. To respond to the study objectives and research questions, the research is descriptive 

and covers topics such as formal training, living conditions, safe migration and perspectives 

about the future. 

2.1.1. Criteria of selection 

There were three criteria for selecting respondents:  

 The respondents were migrants from rural areas of Cambodia who have settled down 

in the urban poor communities for employment; 

 The interviewed migrants had jobs or experience working in Phnom Penh; 

 They were living in one of two Khans selected as the sample area for this research: 

Khan Meanchey (an outer Khan) and Khan Tuol Kork (an inner Khan). 

2.1.2. Sampling size and sampling design 

Prior to recruiting survey respondents, the required sample size was calculated using the 

Yamane (1967) formula.  

The calculation was based on the following formula:  

                N                                                          

n =          

   1 + N (e)
2
             

N = Total population size 

e  =  Level of precision/Standard error 

n  = Sample size 
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The level of precision used in calculating was based on a 9% standard error so that the 

findings could be generalized and represent the context of the two study Khans. The figure 

National Institute of Statistics (NIS) shows that 33.33% of the residents in Phnom Penh are 

migrants. On the basis of this and figures in the Phnom Penh Survey (PPS) in 2014, it was 

estimated that there were 4,126 migrant households in Khan Meanchey and 2,288 migrant 

households in Khan Tuol Kork. Based on this information the Yamane formula revealed that, 

a sample size of 219 respondents was required, including 113 respondents in Khan Meanchey 

and 106 respondents in Khan Tuol Kork (See Table 1). 

Table 1. Sampling size and sampling design 

Study area Urban poor population Sample size 

Khan Meanchey 4,126 113 

Khan Tuol Kork  2,288 106 

Total   219 

Source: PPS, 2014 

 

To select the study areas of this research, cluster sampling was used to divide areas of interest 

into inner Khan and outer Khans. With a method of cluster sampling, Khans in Phnom Penh 

were divided into: Inner Khan and Outer Khan. Using purposive sampling, Khan Tuol Kork 

and Khan Meanchey were selected as sites for interview. Stratified sampling was used to 

select respondents who were migrants, and who were either skilled or non-skilled, and male 

or female. 
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Figure 1: Sampling design and procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Data collection methods 

2.2.1. Secondary data sources  

Background information was collected from a range of sources including academic papers, 

policies, and available publications. 

2.2.2. Primary data sources 

a. Reconnaissance survey and field observations. Before conducting the interviews, the 

research team went to visit the study sites in Khan Tuol Kork and Khan Meanchey in order to 

examine the general situation. They observed people‘s living conditions and the geographical 

areas, and met with agencies responsible for collecting demographic data. By this means, the 

research team gained knowledge that was useful for the development of the questionnaire and 

sampling design and procedure.  

b. Round table meeting. Before conducting the survey, a round table meeting was conducted 

with government agencies and NGOs. Participants included the Ministry of Labor and 

Vocational Training (MoLVT); Independent Democracy of Informal Economy Association 
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(IDEA); Housing Rights Task Force (HRTF); and the International Organization for 

Migration (IOM). The objective of the meeting was to identify issues to include in the survey. 

c. Household survey. A structured questionnaire was employed to interview household heads 

in order to gather individual information. The STT research team conducted the survey in the 

two study Khans between July 5
th
 and August 15

th
 2015.    

d. Key informants. The researchers also conducted interviews with key informants. These 

included government officials, local authorities and NGO staff. Key informant interviews 

were an important tool to help the researchers learn more about the policies and program 

implementation of relevant organizations. However, it was unfortunate that some key 

government agencies could not be reached for the interview, for example the Ministry of 

Labor and Vocational Training.  

e. Focus Group discussions. FGD were conducted to allow migrants an opportunity to 

express their perspectives about living conditions, socio-economic changes and future plans 

and destinations. In each studied Khan, a group of 10 people were invited for the FGD; it was 

equally divided by male and female group to represent the migrants in the study areas. They 

were invited to discuss, to share their problems faced, to get consensus regarding to the 

discussed issues. A FGD was conducted in Village 1 of Khan Meanchey and another was 

taken place in Village 23 of Khan Tuol Kork. 

2.3. Data analysis 

2.3.1. Quantitative analysis  

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to enter and to analyze 

quantitative data collected from the survey. The research employed both basic and advanced 

statistical analysis techniques as follows:   

a. Frequency and percentage tools were applied to analyze demographic data and socio-

economic information of respondents by using tables and figures.  
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b. T-test analysis was employed with two important analysis tools: (1) One sample T test was 

used to establish whether there was a difference between level of education and 6-year basic 

education (historically, the government‘s benchmark for literacy in Cambodia), level of 

income generation and poverty line; and (2) An independent sample T-test was applied to 

assess whether there was a significant difference in perspectives based on gender, 

geographical areas and relevant attributes. 

c. Weight Average Index (WAI) was applied to assess the degree of satisfaction with socio-

economic changes resulting from migration in terms of living conditions, housing, food 

shortages, capacity building, children‘s education, health care, community cohesion, public 

services and social acceptances of migrants in the city. A five point scale was used: (1) Very 

Low, (2) Low, (3) Moderate, (4) High and (5) Very high.  

e Simultaneous Multiple Regression was used to predict whether the suggested variables 

significantly contributed to the daily income of migrants. These variables included gender, 

level of education, skills, and total expense per person/day, relationship with neighbors, 

community cohesion and information about safe migration. Attempts were made to identify 

the factors that significantly influenced the villagers‘ daily incomes. 

2.3.2. Qualitative analysis 

Qualitative techniques were used to analyze and back up the quantitative data, by using 

content situation analysis. Situation analysis was used to analyze qualitative data to acquire a 

richer perspective to support the quantitative data. The findings elicited from this technique 

provided the context and knowledge in order to assess the socio-economic circumstances of 

the migrants, as well as their skills and professionalism, safe migration awareness, working 

environment, and future plans to return back to their home town. 
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2.4. Profile of the Study Areas 

2.4.1. Urban Poor in Phnom Penh 

In 1991, the Paris Peace Agreement helped to form a new government; the national 

reconciliation policy was then established to allow about 200,000 displaced people who had 

lived in the refugee camps in Thailand, and along the Thai-Cambodia border, to repatriate 

(Chap, 2006). These people lacked basic necessities including land and housing. The safety 

net for the urban poor was very limited and continues to be threatened by the internal 

displacement of people, poor sanitation, lack of public services and employment 

opportunities, fires and other problems (ADB, 2001). Today Phnom Penh continues to draw 

low-income migrants who come looking for work in the city‘s factories, markets and 

construction sites. Although Phnom Penh‘s growing economy depends heavily on the cheap 

labor that these people provide, the city has been unable to offer them much in return by way 

of affordable housing or assistance (Kerr and Leonhardt, 2001). 

Overall, urban areas are better developed than rural areas, which is why there are many poor 

living in the cities. Most of them live in slum areas in Phnom Penh. The urban poor have been 

identified as among the most vulnerable groups in the country, being at greater risk of 

exposure to violence, criminal activity, prostitution, drug abuse, and HIV/AIDS in addition to 

the usual threats of insecure livelihoods and a degraded environment (ADB, 2001). According 

to the Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) (2012), in the past two decades Phnom Penh city 

has experienced rapid economic growth, with its population doubling between 1998 and 2008, 

mostly owing to the in-migration of rural Cambodians seeking jobs in the city. In 1998, one in 

every twenty Cambodians lived in Phnom Penh, whereas it was estimated to be one in ten in 

2012 with a projected population of more than 1.6 million living in the capital. 

Since 2003 the MPP has been establishing communities for urban poor families as a means of 

easily managing and developing these areas. A study conducted by Sahmakum Teang Tnaut 

(STT) in 2013 identified 340 urban poor settlements in Phnom Penh, (STT, 2014). However, 
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in 2015 the MPP identified 250 urban poor communities only, located in 48 Sangkat of 12 

Khans, with a total number of 88,174 people, equal to 20,441 families and 18,479 houses 

(MPP, 2015).  

Map 1. Urban Poor in Phnom Penh 
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2.4.2. Khan Tuol Kork  

Tuol Kork is a Khan in the north of the city of Phnom Penh. Tuol Kork is well known for the 

large villas in the northern part of the district. This Khan is subdivided into 10 Sangkats, 

including Sangkat Phsar Depou Ti Muoy, Phsar Depou Ti Pir, Phsar Depou Ti Bei, Teuk 

Laork Muoy, Teuk Laork Ti Pir, Teuk Laork Ti Bei, Boeung Kak Ti Muoy, Boeung Kak Ti 

Pir, Phsar Deum Kor, and Sangkat Boeung Salang, and 143 Kroms. The Khan has an area of 

7.99 km². Based on the National Committee for Sub-National Democratic Development‘s 

(NCDD) Commune Database, in 2014 there were 26,658 households with the total population 

of 146,487 people, of which 75,375 were women. This Khan is host to one of the major 

Cambodian universities, the Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP). 
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Map 2. Urban Poor in Khan Tuol Kork 
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2.4.3. Khan Meanchey  

Khan Meanchey is located in South East of Phnom Penh city. It has a total land size of 

24,494.04 km
2
, is divided into four Sangkats (i.e. Sangkat Steung Meanchey, Sangkat Boeung 

Tompun, Sangkat Chak Angre Leu, and Sangkat Chak Angre Krom) and contains 46 villages. 

The total population was 181,259 people or 33,364 households, of which 139,065 are adults 

(ie aged years and over), 97,713 are female, and 70,162 are adult women. Population density 

is 7,401 people per square kilometer. In relation to occupation status 2,372 people depended 

on selling windows, doors, tables, commodities and other handicrafts, while 51,100 residents 

made their living by providing services, own businesses, transportation service and other 

services. 

Map 3. Urban Poor in Khan Meanchey 
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2.5. Demographic information  

A total of 219 internal migrants were contacted for interview, of which 108 migrants were in 

Khan Tuol Kork and other 111 migrants were in Khan Meanchey. A summary of the 

demographics for these samples can be found in table 2. The high representation of women 

within the sample population (70.8%) reflects the fact that more women were available during 

the times that field work was conducted, rather than suggesting that more migrants are female. 

The average age of interviewees was 38.7 years, with approximately 60% aged between 21 

and 40 years old. In comparison to Khan Meanchey, more interviewed migrants living in 

Khan Tuol Kork were aged 20 years. In both areas, the majority of the migrants were married 

and lived with their spouses and children.  

The research found that participants‘ educational attainment was not significantly lower or 

higher than primary education of 6 years (P=0.860). The interviewed migrants in the two 

Khans had an average education of 5.5 years; with the migrants living in Khan Tuol Kork (6.6 

years) demonstrated  significantly higher level of education (P=0.000). The same analysis 

also shows that there was significant difference in the educational attainment of men and 

women (P=0.000). Male migrants were more likely to attain higher education (average Grade 

8) than female migrants (average grade 5). In both Khans the most common level of 

educational attainment was primary school. However, in Khan Meanchey the second most 

common response was illiteracy. By comparison, in Tuol Kork the second most common 

level of educational attainment was lower secondary school and 14.8% had a University 

education (compared to 2.7% in Khan Meanchey). Only 1 respondent (living in Tuol Kork) 

had received vocational training.  
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics of migrants 

Attribute 

 

 

Toul Kok Meanchey Overall 

(n=108) (n=111) (n=219) 

N % N % N % 

Gender 

Male 36 33.3 28 25.2 64 29.2 

Female 72 66.7 83 74.8 155 70.8 

Age group 

20 and below 4 3.7 2 1.8 6 2.7 

21-40 62 57.4 63 56.8 125 57.1 

41-60 36 33.3 41 36.9 77 35.2 

61 and above 6 5.6 5 4.5 11 5.0 

Average 38.2 39.5 38.75 
a., b

 

Marital Status 

Single 12 11.1 7 6.3 19 8.7 

Married 81 75.0 89 80.2 170 77.6 

Divorced  5 4.6 6 5.4 11 5.0 

Separated 3 2.8 2 1.8 10 4.6 

Widow/widower 7 6.5 7 6.3 14 6.4 

Educational attainment  

Illiterate 16 14.8 30 27.0 46 21.0 

Primary 33 30.6 41 36.9 74 33.8 

Lower secondary 31 28.7 26 23.4 57 26.0 

Upper secondary 11 10.2 11 9.9 22 10.0 
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University 16 14.8 3 2.7 19 8.7 

Vocational training 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.5 

Average 6.6 4.5 5.5 
c., d. e

 

Note:  
a.
 T-test analysis between the two Khans studied, t =3.721, P value=0.000; 

b. 
T-test analysis 

between gender, t=5.227, P value=0.000; 
c.
 T-test analysis with education of grade 6, t=-1.726, P 

value=0.86; 
d.
 T-test analysis between two khans studied, t=3.721, P value= 0.000; 

e.
 T-test analysis 

between gender education, t=5.227, P value= 0.000. P value =0.000. 

 

Figure 2 illustrates that when participants first arrived in Phnom Penh. Migration began as 

early as 1980. Since then migration patterns have fluctuated, with the greatest number of 

arrivals in Khan Meanchey in 2000 and in Tuol Kork in 2013.  More migrants came to Khan 

Meanchey in 2000 as they wished to run their own businesses or to collect rubbish (scavenger 

dealers) as the location is adjacent to the rubbish dumps, while others came to be street 

vendors and construction workers. In 2013, a large flow of migrants moved into Khan Tuol 

Kork and settled in the area to run their own businesses or become street vendors. 

Figure 2: Date of arrival in Phnom Penh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The interviewed migrants were employed in various roles, as can be seen in Table 3. Running 

their own business (30.6%) was the most common form of employment among migrants, 

especially women. These were small scale businesses; they opened small stalls at home, in 
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markets or in public parks. More people ran their own business in Khan Meanchey (32.4%) 

than in Khan Tuol Kork (28.7%). 

Table 3: Primary occupation of migrates 

Attribute Tuol Kok Meanchey Overall 

n=108 % n=111 % n=219 % 

Garment worker 3 2.8 5 4.5 8 3.7 

Construction worker 5 4.6 4 3.6 9 4.1 

Street vendor 12 11.1 7 6.3 19 8.7 

Motor taxi driver 4 3.7 4 3.7 8 3.7 

Own business 31 28.7 36 32.4 67 30.6 

Company staff 11 10.2 6 5.4 17 7.8 

NGO staff 3 2.8 3 2.7 6 2.7 

Government‘s official 4 3.7 0 0.0 4 1.8 

Stay home 20 18.5 20 18.0 40 18.3 

Rubbish collector  7 6.5 11 9.9 18 8.2 

Student 7 6.5 1 0.9 8 3.7 

Others 1 0.9 14 12.6 15 6.8 

Average of people 

having jobs per HHs 

2.0 1.9 1.8
 a
 

(t=.309) 

 Note: 
a
 T-test analysis between the two study Khan, P=0.758 

Almost one fifth of the migrants – all of whom were women - stayed at home to cook and to 

take care of children, rather than being in the formal labor market. In these cases, their 

husbands or children were working to support the whole families. Approximately 12% of 

participants were engaged in skilled employment, including working for professional 

companies (7.8%), NGOs (2.7%) or the government (1.8%). Furthermore, more people were 

employed in these skilled roles in Khan Tuol Kork (16.7%) than in Khan Meanchey (8.1%), 
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with the greatest differences in the number of people employed as company staff or 

government officials. 28.4% of the respondents worked in some form of labor role i.e. 

garment workers, construction workers, street vendors, motor taxi drivers, rubbish collectors.  

There was no significant difference in the number of people working in these types of roles, 

although more people in Khan Tuol Kork worked as street vendors (11.1% vs. 6.3%) and 

there were more rubbish collectors in Khan Meanchey (6.5% vs. 9.9%). Furthermore, there 

were significantly more students in Tuol Kork (6.5%) than in Khan Meanchey (0.9%). In 

Tuol Kork, an average of 2 people per household was engaged in employment, while 1.9 

people per household were employed in Khan Meanchey. T-test analysis confirmed that this 

difference was not significant (P=0.758).  
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Chapter 3. Skills, Formal Training, Income, and Expenditure of Migrants  

3.1. Skills and Formal Training of Migrants  

Focus group discussions highlighted that workers with specific skills, for example accounting, 

marketing, sewing, or hair cutting found it easier to find employment in Phnom Penh both 

when they arrive and since this time. Those who held skill such as architecture, agriculture, 

management, accounting, or marketing could find jobs with companies, NGOs, and 

government agencies. Unfortunately, the majority of migrants had little skills to seek for 

decent jobs; only one fifths of them had specific skills due to their current jobs. In Khan Tuol 

Kork, more migrants had formal training, so could find work from companies and 

government agencies. In contrast, migrants in Khan Meanchey lacked formal training, but had 

sufficient skills to secure labor work. Some 8.2% of the migrants also obtained skill training 

through their work; this was more often the case in Khan Meanchey (9.9%). For labor work, 

for example work in construction garments factories, the migrants were not required to have 

specific skills.  

Figure 3: Acquisition of skills among migrants 

 

In terms of the 219 people surveyed, only 19.6% identified that they had a specific skill, with 

more residents identifying specific skills in Khan Tuol Kork (22.4%) then in Khan Meanchey 

(14.4%). This means that the majority of rural-to-urban migrants interviewed were also 
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unskilled migrants. Differences were observed between the skills sets of migrants living in 

Khan Tuol Kork and those in Khan Meanchey. In Khan Tuol Kork, in the most common skill 

sets were administration, accounting and garments manufacturing (Table 4). Garments 

manufacturing skills were also relatively common in Khan Meanchey, as were work with 

machinery and driving. Positively, half of the migrants were planning to access training to 

develop their skills and knowledge, and some reported that they were prepared to spend part 

of their income to achieve this. Female migrants wished to take courses in relation to hair 

dressing, sewing and make-up, while male migrants preferred to take course on repairs of 

devices, such as phones, TVs and motorbikes. 

Based on the group discussion among the migrants in the two study Khans, migrants in Khan 

Tuol Kork were more likely to hold more types of professional skills than those in Khan 

Meanchey, which accounts for the higher proportion of employment in professional 

companies, NGOs, and government agencies described in section 2.5. During a round table 

meeting organized at STT office, participants expressed the view that migrants that came to 

Phnom Penh for tertiary education were more likely to get skilled and decent jobs. In contrast, 

the group felt that those whose came to Phnom Penh for employment immediately tended to 

end up their employment in unskilled sectors, i.e., driving, construction and cleaning.  

When asked about the skills they would like to develop, the migrants in both Khans revealed 

similar preferences, i.e., food industry, garments industry, beverage industry, as a mechanic 

and beauty salon; few migrants in Khan Tuol Kork preferred to have skills in administration.  

―The preferences of migrants in terms of the skills they would like to develop are closely 

associated with their general education, types of current employments and future plans 

(Ms. Dum Chanthida, program assistant, personal communication, International 

Organization for Migration. May 2015).‖  

Migrants in both Khans were unhappy with the demand for specific skills in order to gain 

employment. In Khan Toul Kork, migrants reported that there was greatest demand for skills 
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in the garments industry, with the food industry, administration, beverage industry and work 

as a mechanic also ranking highly, in that order. By contrast, in Khan Meanchey, skills in the 

food industry were seen to be in the greatest demand, followed by skills in the beverage 

industry, garments industry, and work as a mechanic, respectively.  

―The recent growths of restaurants and nightclubs have made high demands of labor for 

food and beverage in both study Khans (Mr. Ven Sinuon, Chief of Village 15, personal 

communication, September 2015).‖ 
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Table 4: Skills held, preferred and with high demands for employment 

Type of  skills  Skill held  Skill preferred  Skill with high demand  

Tuol Kork 

(n=108) 

Meanchey 

(n=111) 

Tuol Kork 

(n=108) 

Meanchey 

(n=111) 

Tuol Kork 

(n=108) 

Meanchey 

(n=111) 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Machinery 1 0.9 3 2.7 13 12.0 9 8.1 13 12.0 7 6.3 

Finance 2 1.9 0 0.0 3 2.8 0 0.0 3 2.8 0 0.0 

Accounting 5 4.6 1 0.9 6 5.6 3 2.7 5 4.6 3 2.7 

Administration 8 7.5 1 0.9 16 14.8 4 3.6 14 13.8 4 3.6 

Driving 0 0.0 3 2.7 1 0.9 2 1.8 1 0.9 3 2.7 

Marketing 2 1.9 0 0.0 4 3.7 2 1.8 3 2.8 3 2.7 

Tourism 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Garment 5 4.6 5 4.5 16 14.8 16 14.4 27 25.0 8 7.2 

Food 0 0.0 0 0.0 21 19.4 29 26.1 16 14.8 25 22.5 

Beverage 0 0.0 0 0.0 16 14.8 11 9.9 14 13.0 9 8.1 

Beauty salon 2 1.9 1 0.9 10 9.3 11 9.9 8 7.4 6 5.4 

Others 0 0.0 2 1.8 9 8.3 9 8.1 9 8.3 12 10.8 
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Migrants developed skills from various education resources including universities and 

professional centers operated by government, private and NGOs. According to Figure 4, 

universities and private centers were the most common sources of skills among the migrants. 

For those living in Khan Tuol Kork, universities and private centers were the key sources of 

skill development. On the other hand, migrants in Khan Meanchey attended less formal forms 

of training, such as short courses provided by NGOs, in-house training, or training from their 

peers. In many cases, the migrants just learned their skills from their co-workers during their 

work in small and medium enterprises or companies (FGD among the migrant representatives 

in Khan Meanchey, September 2015). 

Figure 4: Places where skills were obtained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Income and Expenditure of Migrants 

Most migrants moved to the urban poor communities of Phnom Penh in order to secure a 

higher income. Focus group discussion participants identified that in rural communities, 

employment opportunities have not diversified; agriculture remains primary sources of 

income and food for consumption. All focus group discussion participants agreed that their 

incomes had increased compared to their income from annual crops collection. Table 5 
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provides detailed information about daily income and expenditure of migrants in the two 

study Khans. On average, these migrants earned around $USD3.30
1
 per day per person, with a 

range of $USD0.60 to $USD13.30. As such, the differences in daily income among the 

interviewed migrants were relatively high (Std. = $USD2.1).  

Table 5: Daily incomes and expenditures of migrants 

Unit: in US dollars 

 

Incomes Expenditures 

Tuol Kok Meanchey Overall Tuol Kok Meanchey Overall 

Mean 

 

3.6 

 

3.01 

 

3.33
 a
 

(t=-2.226) 

2.2 

 

1.9 

 

2.1
 b,

 
c
 

(t=-1.836) 

Median 3.00 2.60 2.80 1.9 1.7 1.8 

Mode  2.5 3.3 2.5 1.3 1.5 1.3 

Std.  2.3 1.8 2.1 1.4 1.1 1.3 

Minimum .8 .6 .6 .4 .4 .4 

Maximum 13.3 10.8 13.3 7.4 6.2 7.4 

Note: 
a
 T-test for daily income between two khans studied, t= -2.226, P= 0.027;; 

b
-Test for daily 

expense between two khans studied, t= -1.836, P= 0.068; 
c
 Samples Test for income and expenditure 

between the two Khans studied, P=0.000; t=11.885. 

 

This figure shows that the migrants in Khan Tuol Kork had higher incomes than those in 

Khan Meanchey (P= 0.027). Incomes levels were mainly dependent on types of 

employment; those who had jobs with private companies and NGOs earned higher 

incomes. For labor work, the migrants earned their money as daily, weekly or monthly 

(Based on FGD meeting in village 23, Khan Tuol Kork, September 2015). On average, 

after meeting their daily living needs migrants could afford to save $USD2.1 per day 

per person. The amounts of expenditures and incomes are closely associated. The more 

                              
1
 It should be noted that the survey collected data on household data, but the figures quoted refer to personal 

income, estimated through central tendency and T-test analyses.  
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income earned, the higher their expenditure. As a result, the migrants in Khan Toul 

Kork spent more on their day-to-day living needs than those in Khan Meanchey (P= 

0.068). T-test analysis shows that migrants in both Khans had some savings from their 

incomes after their expenditures (P=0.000).  

―Cambodian people have a great culture of saving; most people can save even from tiny     

incomes (FGD in Khan Meanchey, September 2015).‖ 

Incomes of the migrants were derived from various sources including: labor work, self-

business, private companies, NGOs, garment and government. Figure 5 demonstrates that 

labor work (55.8%) and own-business (15.5%) were the two dominant sources of income for 

these migrants.  

―Labor work and own-business at local markets, public parks and on the streets were the 

most popular types among migrants because they did not need to have skills (Ms. Chhay 

Linna, Vice Head of Sangkat Teuk Laork 1, Khan Tuol Kork, personal communication, 

September 2015).‖ 

In relation to areas of expenditure, daily food consumption accounted for more than half of 

the total expenditure (57.8%), with children‘s education (13.4%), transportation (10.8%) and 

home rental (8.6%) identified as other areas of moderate expenditure.  

Figure 5: Sources of daily income, 2015 
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The rate of daily expenditure may vary according to the day-to-day incomes and living status 

of migrants. When their incomes were relatively low; they spent more on their basic needs for 

example food, and local transportation to their work places (Mr. Cheung Sakim, Village Head 

of Meanchey Muoy village, Khan Meanchey, personal communication, September 2015). 

―Some positive behaviors of the migrants towards their expenditures are the focus on 

paying for food for consumption and the high expenditure on their children‘s education 

(Mr. Pech Sophea, Vice Chief of Village 15, Khan Tuol Kork, personal communication, 

September 2015).‖   

Figure 6: Areas of Expenditure, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A central tendency analysis at the first second and third quartile was undertaken to better 

understand the average income of this sample population, the results of which are depicted in 

Figure 7.  As can be seen, 75% of the population had an average income of $USD 4.2 per day 

per person. In general, migrants earned similar amounts of daily income because their skills 

and qualifications were quite similar. The gaps and difference in income within the 

interviewed group were due to the number of people involved in income generation.  

―Any member that had large household members and had fewer numbers of labors 

involved in work, the incomes per person per day were more likely smaller than the 

contrast counterparts (A FGDin Meanchey 1 village, Khan Meanchey, September 

2015).‖   
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Figure 7: Central tendency analysis of migrants‘ average income levels 
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Chapter 4. Legal Procedures and Living Environment of Migrants 

4.1. Registration required by local authorities   

According to group discussion, house owners may be required to submit or obtain some 

documents from Sangkat or Khan local authorities. Figure 8 demonstrates that 67.6% of the 

migrants were required to register with local authorities by providing citizenship identity 

cards or other equivalent documents for house rental. Migrants might also have been required 

to provide some documents in order for their children attend school, for example the child‘s 

birth certificate. In Khan Tuol Kork, the migrants advised that documents were more 

frequently required, especially for house rental. 

―Documentation is unlikely to be required for smaller and cheaper rooms for rentals 

because landlords wish to avoid paying transaction fees (Ms. Chhay Linna, Vice head of 

Sangkat Teuk Laork 1, Khan Tuol Kork, personal communication, September 2015).‖  

Overall, one fifth of these migrants reported that they were required to pay a processing fee 

when registering with the local authority; this was more frequently the case among Khan Tuol 

Kork residents. For job application, the migrants were required to submit family books, ID 

cards, passport-sized photos for proving evidence if she/she had eligible ages to work 

especially at garment factories.  The requirement to pay fees when registering with the local 

authority might have been less frequently experienced by Khan Meanchey residents because 

they rented smaller room and the owners wish to register this arrangement with Khan or 

Sangkat authorities due to the payment required.  
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Figure 8: Registration at local authorities for settlement and employment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 illustrates the specific purposes of registration with local authorities required by 

migrants when they resettled in Phnom Penh. These reasons included house rental, children‘s 

education, employment, and opening business. In group discussions, the migrants advised that 

in most cases they do not completely follow the requirements for registration with local 

authorities. 

―Some migrants did not stay permanently so they could stay with their mates by sharing 

fee for room rental, utilities and food (A FGD in village 23, Khan Tuol Kork, September 

2015).‖  

In Khan Meanchey, the migrants had more experience of registration with local authorities for 

house rental, employment and opening business. As for those in Khan Tuol Kork, more 

migrants used to register for their children education than those in Khan Meanchey.  
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Figure 9: Purpose of documentation processing with the local authority 

 

4.2. Perception of migrants towards socio-economic change 

Table 6 shows the perceived socio-economic change among migrants. Weight Average Index 

(WAI) was used to measure socio-economic change of the migrants after their arrivals in the 

two study Khans based on five-point scale. The migrants identified high satisfaction with 

availability of electricity and water utilities, relationships with neighbors, community 

cohesion and communication to home, while equity fund and ID poor program were assessed 

as low change. Migrants rated other attributes as moderately satisfactory.  

Migrants advised that when they were in rural areas the migrants could not access to services 

for clean water and electricity supply, so they were highly satisfied that their migration to 

Phnom Penh resulted in access to these amenities. In addition, the migrants had more frequent 

contact with their neighbor, because they lived closer to neighbors within urban poor 

communities and they were more associated with each other‘s daily lives as a result.  

Migrants also reported more frequent communication to their hometown. In contrast, the 

migrants advised they were less satisfied with the level of support available, in terms of equity 
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fund and ID poor programs. Without these two services these migrants found it difficult to 

find affordable health care and to secure support when their livelihoods are at risk. 

Table 6: Level of satisfaction with socio-economic changes 

Attributes Tuol Kork Meanchey Overall P-value 

(n=108) (n=111) (n=219) 

WAI OA WAI OA WAI OA 

Living condition      

Living condition .55 M .56 M 0.55 M 0.666 

Living environment  .51 M .44 M 0.47 M 0.003** 

Housing condition .50 M .46 M 0.48 M 0.044* 

Food shortage .51 M .53 M 0.52 M 0.287 

Skill building and professionalism      

Capacity building .48 M .39 L 0.43 M 0.001** 

Knowledge improved .48 M .38 L 0.43 M 0.000*** 

Education for children .43 M .43 M 0.43 M 0.984 

Public services and projects       

Health care  .61 H .58 M 0.59 M 0.206 

Electricity utility .67 H .65 H 0.66 H 0.582 

Water utility .66 H .59 M 0.62 H 0.010* 

Waste collection .53 M .32 L 0.42 M 0.00*** 

Equity fund .32 L .27 L 0.30 L 0.128 

ID poor program .32 L .25 L 0.28 L 0.011* 

Social cohesion and relationship to home town     

Relationship with 

neighbors 

.60 M .70 H 0.64 H 0.000*** 

Community cohesion .59 M .65 H 0.61 H 0.006** 
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Community development  .54 M .52 M 0.53 M 0.522 

Social security .53 M .45 M 0.48 M 0.001** 

Communication to home  .63 H .63 H 0.63 H 0.920 

 

Note: WAI= Weight Average Index measure on five-point scale [very low (VL) =0.00-0.20, Low (L) 

= 0.21-0.40; Moderate (M) =0.41-0.60, High (H) = 0.61-0.80 and very high (VH) = 0.81-1]; 

OA=Overall assessment; *Significant at the 0.05 level; **Significant at the 0.01 level; ***Significant 

at the 0.00 level. 

 

According to T-test analysis, perceptions of migrants in Khan Tuol Kork and Khan Meanchey 

with respect to living environment, food shortage, capacity building, knowledge improved, 

water utility, waste collection, relationship with neighbors, community cohesion and social 

security were significantly different. In general, the migrants in Khan Tuol Kork expressed 

higher satisfaction in terms their socio-economic change as a result of their migration to 

Phnom Penh (Table 4.1). Furthermore through focus group discussions, it was identified that 

the important elements to improve socio-economic status of the migrants included: types of 

employment, opportunity for skill building, living environments, good location for income 

generation activities, external support from government agencies and NGOs, community 

empowerment and ownership (A FGD meeting in Village 23, Khan Tuol Kork, September 

2015). 

4.3. Key Factors influencing Daily Incomes of Migrants  

Simultaneous Multiple Regression was applied to assess whether a range of variables 

significantly contributed to daily incomes of the migrants. The regression analyzed a 

combination of variables, significantly estimated the degree of daily income as R2 =.47; 

F(7,211)=29.065; p<0.05, ***p<0.00, **p<0.01, p<0.05, and identified that four out of seven 

proposed attributes contributed to the predictions.  
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Table 7: Key attributes influencing daily income of migrants 

Attributes B Std. Error β P-value 

Gender  -0.119 0.241 -0.026 0.622 

Level of education  -0.024 0.029 -0.049 0.404 

Skill building  -0.502 0.588 -0.049 0.394 

Total expenditure per person/day 1.006 0.084 0.606 0.000*** 

Relationship with neighbor 2.014 1.007 0.142 0.046* 

Community cohesion -2.880 0.866 -0.237 0.001** 

Lack of information about safe 

migration -0.639 0.220 -0.153 0.004** 

Constant 2.503 0.617   0.000*** 

Note: R2 =.47; F(7,211)=29.065; p<0.05, ***p<0.00, **p<0.01, p<0.05 

Table 7 suggests that total expense per person/day, relationship with neighbor, information 

about safe migration and community cohesion were predictive of daily incomes. Specifically, 

migrants who had better relationships with their neighbors has higher incomes, and those who 

earned more would spend more on their daily living needs.  By contrast, those who 

experienced greater community cohesion and lacked information about safe migration had 

lower incomes. 
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Chapter 5. Factors Migration and Future Plans of Migrants  

5.1. Push and Pull factors for migrants 

As illustrated in Table 8, rural people migrating to Phnom Penh were influenced by push and 

pull factors. Key push factors included lack of rural diversification and employment (56.3%), 

rural poverty (53.0%), insufficient agricultural land (26.5%) as well as following their spouse 

(15.5%). Few migrants came to Phnom Penh because of loans, debts or natural disaster. 

Generally, migrants within both Khans decided to leave their home towns for similar reasons, 

although more migrants in Khan Tuol Kork came to Phnom Penh as the results of natural 

hazards. According to focus group discussion in Meanchey 1 Village of Khan Meanchey, 

there were fewer employment opportunities in rural Cambodia, so young Cambodians 

preferred to move for employment in urban areas. Furthermore, many people did not want to 

work in agriculture, which is the dominant industry in rural areas, and moved to Phnom Penh 

in order to access a different range of employment opportunities.   

Table 8: Push factors influencing migrants‘ decision to leave rural areas 

Attributes Tuol Kork Meanchey Overall 

(n=108) (n=111) (n=219) 

n % n % n % 

Lack of local employment 74 68.5 69 62.2 143 65.3 

Insufficient agricultural land 30 27.8 28 25.2 58 26.5 

Following couple 16 14.8 18 16.2 34 15.5 

Rural poverty 58 53.7 58 52.3 116 53.0 

Loan s and debts  2 1.9 3 2.7 5 2.3 

Natural disaster 14 13.0 4 3.6 18 8.2 

Other 10 9.3 16 14.4 26 11.9 

Table 9 suggests that pull factors influencing migration to Phnom Penh included construction 

demand (44.3%), potential for high income generation (40.6%) and the prospect of better 
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infrastructure (28.8%). Reasons such as further education (20.5%), materialism (20.1%), 

technology advancement (12.3%) and modernization (12.3%) were also factors which pulled 

rural people to Phnom Penh. In Khan Tuol Kork, the migrants were most attracted by work 

available in the construction sector (60.2%), better infrastructure (41.7%), and further 

education (25%); while migrants in Khan Meanchey were more motivated by higher income 

generation (58.6%), materialism (27.0%), and further education (16.2%). Through focus 

group discussions it was identified that materialism and modernization were particular 

motivators for young people to move into the city for work. 

―When their relatives or friends who have already migrated to urban areas return to 

their home towns, they talk about the availability of better jobs in industrial sector, great 

lifestyles and happy life in the city. As a result, some young people drop their education 

and leave for work in the city for materialistic reasons (Care International Cambodia, 

per communication, September 2015).‖ 

Table 9: Pull factors influencing migrants‘ decision to move to Phnom Penh 

Attributes Tuol Kork  Meanchey Overall 

(n=108) (n=111) (n=219) 

n % n % n % 

Construction demand 65 60.2 32 28.8 97 44.3 

Industrialization 23 21.3 3 2.7 26 11.9 

Further education 27 25.0 18 16.2 45 20.5 

Technology advancement 19 17.6 8 7.2 27 12.3 

Materialism 14 13.0 30 27.0 44 20.1 

Better infrastructure 45 41.7 18 16.2 63 28.8 

Modernization 18 16.7 9 8.1 27 12.3 

High income generation  24 22.2 65 58.6 89 40.6 

Others 5 4.6 0 0.0 5 2.3 
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According to local authorities in the two Khans studied, safe migration was a key concern due 

to its relationship with a range of social issues, for example trafficking and exploitation 

sexually or/and financially. Having specific plan, knowing where to work and having basic 

information about job condition were identified as important for safe migration. Within the 

sample population, migrants seemed to have good plan
2
 (70.4%), to know where to work 

(68.9%) and to consult with family (67.6%). Migrants in Khan Meanchey made better 

arrangements before leaving their home town for employment. In Tuol Kork, some migrants 

did not have specific plan for employment because they initially came to Phnom Penh for 

further education. When they could find opportunities after their study completion, they 

immediately decided to settle down in Phnom Penh. 

Figure 10: Preparation undertaken by migrants before leaving hometown  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In group discussions, migrants shared their stories on how they moved from their hometowns 

and found employment. When migrants firstly came to Phnom Penh they mostly were 

accompanied by relatives (39.3%), a spouse (26.9%), friends/acquaintances (17.4%) and/or 

siblings (6.8%). Few of them came to Phnom Penh for employment through facilitators.  

                              
2
 A ―good plan‖ is characterized by research prior moving, taking steps to prepare for the move, and having a 

clear plan of what they will do once they arrive in Phnom Penh. 
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Figure 11: Individuals accompanying migrants when moving to Phnom Penh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Negative incidents during migration were a risk face by migrants if they were not well 

arranged or managed during their trips. Figure 5.3 mentioned that 15.1% of the migrants 

experienced in being cheated following by physical violence (2.7%). 

Figure 12: Negative incidents experienced during migration 
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2.7% of migrants, the majority of whom were women, faced physical violence during their 

migration to Phnom Penh. Higher proportions of migrants in Khan Toul Kork experienced 

cheating, while physical violence was suffered more by those in Khan Meanchey. 

Risks could be minimized when only the migrants were well aware of how to protect 

themselves from any possible incidents during (Mr. Ven Sinuon, Chief of village 15, 

Sangkat Teuk Laor I, personal communication, September 2015). 

5.2. Future Plan of Migrants  

―Based on a key informant with places (Mr. Cheung Sakim, Village Head of Meanchey 1 

Village, Khan Meanchey, personal communication, September 2015), migrants may 

decide to return to live in their hometown when they have been successful in Phnom Penh 

or when they failed to establish themselves in the city.‖ 

One third of the interviewed migrants (33.8%) planned to return back to their home town, and 

this percentage was higher among male migrants. In Phnom Penh, men found it more difficult 

to secure for employment other than construction work. Consequently these male migrants 

wished to return to home town for their own business or went back to agricultural activities 

after saving some money during their work in Phnom Penh. Furthermore, while some people 

returned to farming when they were unable to survive in Phnom Penh, others continued to 

stay even if they were living in worse condition. In some cases, they went from being rural 

poor to urban poor (A FGD in Village 23, Khan Tuol Kork, September 2015).  
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Figure 13: Plans to return to hometown 
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ជំពកូទ៦ី. ង្សចកតីសននដិ្ឋា ន នខិអនុសាសន ៍
 

៦ .១ .សេចក្តេីន្នដិ្ឋា ន្  

ពាក្ព់ន័្ធនឹ្ងទិន្នន្យ័របជាសាស្តេតរបេ់របជាពលរដាមដលស វ្ចំីណាក្រេុក្សៅក្នុងខ ឌ នី្មួយៗ ភ្នពសផេងគ្នន អំពី

ក្រមិតអបរ់ ំ គឺទំន្ងជាបណាត លមក្ពីវតតមាន្សាក្លវទិោល័យភូមិន្ទភនំសពញមដលេថិតសៅក្នុងខ ឌ ទួលសគ្នក្។  

អំ ះអំណាងសន្ះ គឺមផអក្សៅសលីរបាយការ ៍ពីចំនួ្ន្េិេេ/និ្េេតិសៅក្នុងខ ឌ សន្ះមាន្ចំនួ្ន្សរចីន្ជាងសបី

សរបៀបស្ៀបសៅនឹ្ងខ ឌ មាន្ជយ័។ ចំ ុចសន្ះបញ្ជា ក្ថ់ាេមាមារតដន្ចំនួ្ន្េិេេ/និ្េេតិមក្ពីតំបន្់ជន្បទ

មដលកំ្ពុងរេ់សៅក្នុងសាថ ន្ភ្នពលំបាក្សៅក្នុងេ គមន្រ៍កី្រក្ ក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ គឺសដីមបទីទួលបាន្ការអបរ់ ំ

សន្ះ។ ការមបងមចក្ទិន្នន្យ័របជាសាស្តេតសន្ះមាន្ការជាបទ់ក្ទ់ងផងមដរដល់លទធផលដន្ការរសាវរជាវសន្ះ។    

វាគួរឱ្យចបអ់ារមម ៍រតងថ់ា      សទះបីជាចំនួ្ន្របជាពលរដាដស៏រចីន្បាន្បញ្ជា ក្អំ់ពីបំ ងសដីមបទីទួលបាន្ការ

ប តុ ះបណាត លផលូវការ និ្ងលទធភ្នពដន្ការទទួលបាន្ការអបរ់បំមន្ថមសទៀតសៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ មដលវាគឺជា

ក្តត ទក្ទ់ញយ៉ងចាេ់ចំសពាះជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្សៅក្នុងខ ឌ ទងំពីរសន្ះក្ស៏ដ្ឋយ ក្ប៏៉ុមន្តមាន្មតរបជាពលរដា

េរុបតិចជាង២០%ប៉ុសណាណ ះមដលបាន្រក្សឃញីថាបាន្ទទួលការអបរ់ជំាលក្ខ ៈផលូវការ។         ក្ងវះខាតដន្

ការប តុ ះបណាត លវជិាា ជីវៈចំសពាះអនក្សឆលីយតបមដលជាជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្អាចបណាត លមក្ពីភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល  

បាន្ផតល់ឱ្កាេតិចតួចសពក្ដល់ពួក្សគ   និ្ងអាចបណាត លមក្ពីតដមលខពេ់សពក្ក្នុងការទទួលបាន្ឱ្កាេប តុ ះ

បណាត លសៅមជឈម ឌ លឯក្ជន្។   ក្ងវះខាតដន្ការបសងកីន្មុខជំនាញអាចបងកឱ្យមាន្ជាបញ្ជា ចបបងចំសពាះជន្

ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលកំ្ពុងមេវងរក្ការងារទងំទាយណាមដលរតូវការសរបីជំនាញ សដ្ឋយសយងតមការបញ្ជា ក្់

មដលផតល់សដ្ឋយអនក្ផតល់បទេមាា េន្។៍       តមពិតសៅរបវតតិដន្ការងារសៅក្នុងខ ឌ និ្មួយៗគ្នរំទដល់អំ ះ

អំណាងសន្ះ។ ជាការពិតមដលរបជាពលរដាជាសរចីន្រេ់សៅក្នុងខ ឌ ទួលសគ្នក្បាន្ទទួលជំនាញតមរយៈ

សាក្លវទិោល័យ និ្ងមជឈម ឌ លឯក្ជន្ សពាលគឺវារេបគ្នន សៅនឹ្ងលទធផលមដលបាន្រក្សឃញីថារបជាពលរដា

ចំណាក្រេុក្សៅក្នុងខ ឌ ទួលសគ្នក្ភ្នគសរចីន្ស វ្ីការក្នុងតួនាទីជាអនក្ជំនាញ។      សលីេពីសន្ះសៅសទៀតការ

មដលទទួលបាន្ការប តុ ះបណាត ល និ្ងជំនាញកាន្ម់តខពេ់ ពួក្សគកាន្ម់តទទួលបាន្តួនាទីជំនាញខពេ់ និ្ង

របាក្ក់្ដរមសរចីន្សៅក្នុងរកុ្ម ុ៊ន្ អងគការមិន្មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាល និ្ងភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល។       ក្នុងន្យ័សន្ះេូមសេនី
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សយបល់ថាវាមិន្មមន្ជាសរឿងសាមញ្ញសពក្សនាះសទ សដីមបគី្នរំទដល់ការបសងកីន្មុខជំនាញរបេ់ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ 

ប៉ុមន្តការប តុ ះបណាត លសនាះរតូវមតពាក្ព់ន័្ធនឹ្ងវេិ័យការងារជំនាញមដលមាន្តរមូវការេរមាបយ់ក្សៅស វ្ីការ។      

វារបាក្ដណាេ់ថាឱ្កាេការងារមបបសន្ះ មិន្ចបំាចម់តរតូវយក្សៅអនុ្វតតន្ម៍តសៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញសនាះ

ស យី សដ្ឋយស តុថាមាន្ចំនួ្ន្មួយភ្នគបីដន្អនក្ចំណាក្រ់េុក្មាន្បំ ងចងរ់តទបបស់ៅរេ់សៅរេុក្ដំស ីត  

វញិ។ ការនិ្យយមបបសន្ះ គឺថាការវលិរតលបស់ៅរេុក្កំ្ស ីតវញិ ពួក្សគអាចនឹ្ងមាន្ឱ្កាេតិចតួចក្នុងការ

យក្ជំនាញទងំសន្ះសៅអនុ្វតតន្ស៍ៅតំបន្់ជន្បទសដ្ឋយសារមតសៅទីសនាះពំុមាន្ការងារេបបូរ ៍មបប។ របឈម

នឹ្ងក្ងវះខាតឱ្កាេការងារសៅតំបន្ជ់ន្បទ វាអាចស វ្ីឱ្យកាន្ម់តមាន្ភ្នពងាយរេួលេរមាបជ់ន្ចំណាក្រេុក្

មដលរតូវរតលបស់ៅកាន្រ់ាជាននី្ភនំសពញ ស យីវាក្ប៏ាន្រួមចំម ក្ស វ្ីឱ្យកំ្ស ីន្របជាពលរដាសកី្ន្ស ងីយ៉ង

ឆាបរ់ ័យសៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញមដលជាមផនក្មួយដន្ការស វ្ចំីណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្។់ ចំ ុចមួយសទៀតមដល

និ្យយថាការរក្របាក្ចំ់ ូលបាន្កាន្ម់តសរចីន្ស យីចំណាយកាន្ម់តសរចីន្សៅសលីតរមូវការរេ់សៅរបចដំងងវា

មិន្មមន្ជាការភ្នា ក្ស់ផអីលសនាះស យីសដ្ឋយស តុថាតមរយៈការចណំាយរបចដំងងសគអាចពោក្រ ៍ដឹងពីក្រមិត

របាក្ចំ់ ូល។ ប៉ុមន្តសរឿងមដលគួរឱ្យចបអ់ារ ៍ជាងសន្ះសទៀតសនាះគឺ តដមលពោក្រ ៍ដន្ទំនាក្ទំ់ន្ងជាមួយអនក្

ជិតខាង និ្ងទំនាក្ទំ់ន្ងេ គមន្។៍ ជាក្មមក្រគ្នម ន្ជំនាញ ពួក្សគរតូវការបណាត ញក្នុងចំសណាមមិតតភស័្តក្តរបេ់

ពួក្សគសរពាះពួក្សគអាចចូលរមួមចក្រមំលក្ពត័ម៌ាន្អំពីលទធភ្នពមដលអាចរក្ការងារបាន្ស វ្ី។        ផទុយសៅវញិ

ការមាន្ទំនាក្ទំ់ន្ងក្នុងេ គមន្៍ អាចស វ្ីឱ្យរបជាពលរដាបាតប់ងឱ់្កាេសដីមបសី វ្ីការងារសដ្ឋយសារមតការ

ទទួលេមាព ្ពីមិតតភស័្តក្តក្នុងការចូលរមួេក្មមភ្នពសផេងៗក្នុងេ គមន្ស៍នាះ។ 

“ជន្ចណំាក្រេុក្ជាសរចីន្ក្ំពុងមតមេវងរក្ការងារស្វីតមរយៈសាច់ញាតិ មិតតភ័ស្តក្ត និ្ងអនក្ជិតខាងរបេ់ពួក្

សគ (មផអក្តមបទេមាា េន៍្ជាមួយបុគគលិក្មាន ក់្ពីអងគការមឃក្មពុជា កាលពីមខក្ញ្ជញ  ឆាន ២ំ០១៥)”។ 

អវីមដលគួរឱ្យមាន្ចំណាបអ់ារមម ៍សនាះ គឺថាមយន្ឌ្រ័មិន្មមន្ជាការពោក្រ ៍ដម៏ាន្ឥទធិពលសៅសលីក្រមិតរបាក្់

ចំ ូលសនាះស យី សដ្ឋយស តុថាពំុមាន្ការរក្សឃញីពីគមាល តរបាក្ចំ់ ូលអារេ័យសៅសលមីយន្ឌ្រ័សនាះសទ

សដ្ឋយគិតក្នុងចំសណាមជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលបាន្ផតល់បទេមាា េន្។៍ ជាចុងសរកាយ   សដ្ឋយមផអក្សលីលទធផល

រសាវរជាវសន្ះបងាា ញថាក្ងវះពត័ម៌ាន្ពាក្ព់ន័្ធនឹ្ងការស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយេុវតថិភ្នព គឺជាការពោក្រ ៍

ដម៏ាន្សារៈេំខាន្ស់ៅសលីក្រមិតរបាក្ចំ់ ូលមដលរក្បាន្កាន្ម់តទប មដលសន្ះជាភេតុតងបញ្ជា ក្ថ់ាសារៈ
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េំខាន្ក់្នុងការស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយេុវតថិភ្នពបាន្ាននាងជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ទងំសនាះអាចេសរមចបាន្

នូ្វភ្នពរបសេីរស ងីដន្សាថ ន្ភ្នព រិញ្ញវតថុក្នុងជីវភ្នព  មដលពួក្សគខំរបឹងតល េ់ទីមក្រេ់សៅក្នុងទីរកុ្ងភនំសពញ។ 

ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ជាសរចីន្សពញចិតតខាល ងចំសពាះការទទួលបាន្សេវាទឹក្សាអ ត និ្ងអគគីេនី្សរបីរបាេ់មដលសន្ះជា

លទធផលពីការចំណាក្រេុក្មក្ទីរកុ្ងភនំសពញ។ ផទុយសៅវញិពួក្សគបាន្បញ្ជា ក្ថ់ា សពលសៅជន្បទពួក្សគមិន្

បាន្ទទួលសេវាក្មមផគត់ផគងទឹ់ក្សាអ ត និ្ងអគគីេនី្ដូចសៅភនំសពញស យី។ ខ ៈសពលមដលជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្

សពញចិតតនឹ្ងការទទួលបាន្សេវាមងទេុំខភ្នពក្នុងក្រមិតម្យមក្ស៏ដ្ឋយ ក្ពួ៏ក្សគមួយចំនួ្ន្បាន្សលីក្ស ងីថា

ពួក្សគមិន្បាន្ទទួលសេវាក្មមសន្ះសទសដ្ឋយសារមតពួក្ សគមិន្បាន្ទទួលប ័ណមូលនិ្្ិេម្មេុ៌ខភ្នព និ្ង

មួយវញិសទៀតសដ្ឋយសារមតតដមលដន្ការមងទេុំខភ្នពមាន្តដមលខពេ់សពក្។ រេសដៀងគ្នន សន្ះមដរក្ងវះខាតអំពី

របពន័្ធកំ្ តអ់តតេញ្ជញ  អនក្រកី្រក្សៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញគឺ ជាក្ងវល់មួយដ៏្ ំចំសពាះជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្សដ្ឋយ

េំសៅសលីក្ងវះខាតេំណាញ់េុវតថិភ្នពេងគមចំសពាះជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលរេ់សៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ។ ចំ ុច

សន្ះវាបាន្បងាា ញអំពីសារៈេំខាន្ក់្នុងការាននាថាជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មាន្លទធភ្នពទទួលបាន្របព័ន្ធទងំអេ់សន្ះ 

សៅសពលមដលសគបាន្មក្ដល់រាជាននី្ភនំសពញសដីមបកីាតប់ន្ថយ ផលបះ៉ពាល់អវជិាមាន្សៅសលីជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្។ 

៦.២. អនុ្សាេន្ ៍

ខាងសរកាមសន្ះជាអនុ្សាេន្ម៍ដលរតូវផតលស់ផាីជូន្សៅភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល ដដគូអភិវឌ្ឍន្ ៍អងគការអន្តរជាតិ អងគការ

មិន្មមន្រដាភិបាលក្នុងរេុក្ និ្ងជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្តទ ល់សដីមបផីេពវផាយអំពីការស វ្ចំីណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយ

េុវតថិភ្នពក្នុងចំសណាមរបជាពលរដាជន្បទចូលមក្រាជាននី្ភនំសពញក្នុងរបសទេក្មពុជា។  

៦.២.១. ភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល 

មផអក្សលីលទធផលរសាវរជាវបាន្រក្សឃញីថាភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាលក្រមិតថាន ក្ជ់ាតិ ថាន ក្ស់រកាមជាតិ មាន្ដូចជា 

រក្េួងការងារ និ្ងប តុ ះបណាត លវជិាា ជីវៈ, រក្េួងកិ្ចចការនារ,ី     និ្ងអាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្អាចស វ្ីការសដីមបជួីយ

ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្តមលក្ខ ៈដូចខាងសរកាមសន្ះ៖   

ក្. រក្េួងការងារ និ្ងប តុ ះបណាត លវជិាា ជីវៈ៖  

១./  សដ្ឋយសារមតមាន្ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្របមា ជា ២០%         មដលមាន្ជំនាញតមរយៈការប តុ ះ   

បណាត លអាជីពសនាះរក្េួងគួរមតសរៀបចំផតួចសផតីមគំនិ្តសដីមបកី្សាងេមតថភ្នពសៅតមតួនាទីមដលអាចឆលុះ
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បញ្ជច ងំដល់តរមូវការនាសពលបចចុបបន្នសៅក្នុងទីផារការងារទងំសៅតំបន្់ជន្បទ និ្ងសៅតំបន្់ទីរកុ្ងក្នុង

របសទេក្មពុជាសដីមបឱី្យរេបសៅតមផលរបសយជន្៍ និ្ងបំ ងរបាថាន របេ់ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្សៅក្មពុជា។ 

២./ រក្េួងគួរមតេ ការ ៍ជាមួយមជឈម ឌ លប តុ ះបណាត លវជិាា ជីវៈមដលមាន្រចួមក្ស យីសដីមប ី

ពរងីក្សលីតំបន្រ់គបដ ត ប ់ និ្ងក្មមវ ិ្ ីសដីមបបីសងកីន្ចំនួ្ន្េិកាខ កាមឱ្យបាន្កាន្ម់តសរចីន្។ ជាពិសេេ 

ក្មមវ ិ្ ីសន្ះគួរមតរតូវផតល់អាទិភ្នពដល់យុវជន្មដលងាយរងសរគ្នះជាងសគសៅក្នុងតំបន្់ជន្បទ។ 

៣./រក្េួងគួរមតាននាថាអាហាររូបក្រ ៍ ឬការឧបតថមា្ន្មដលអាចរក្បាន្រគបទី់ក្មន្លងចំសពាះជន្     

ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលកំ្ពុងរេ់សៅក្នុងេ គមន្រ៍កី្រក្ក្នុងទីរកុ្ងសដីមបកីាតប់ន្ថយការលំបាក្ឱ្យសៅកាន្ម់ត

តិចបំផុតសដីមបទីទួលបាន្ការអបរ់។ំ 

៤./ រក្េួងគួរមតចរចរជាមួយរកុ្ម ុ៊ន្ឯក្ជន្ និ្ងសរាងចរក្ េ រគ្នេទងំឡាយសដីមបពិីភ្នក្ាររក្ 

របាក្ចំ់ ូលេមរមយមដលអាចជួយស វ្ីឱ្យរបសេរីស ងីនូ្វក្រមិតជីវភ្នពរេ់សៅ និ្ងគុ ភ្នពការងារ។ 

រក្េួងគួរបសងកីតឱ្យមាន្ក្រមិតរបាក្ម់ខអបបបរមាមដលមាន្មចងក្នុងផលូវចាបស់ដ្ឋយពិភ្នក្ាជាមួយមផនក្ 

ពាក្ព់ន័្ធទងំអេ់មដលការពិភ្នក្ាសន្ះជាដំស ីរការមាន្សារៈេំខាន្។់ 

៥./ រក្េងួគួរមតេ ការ ៍ជាមួយរក្េួងពាក្ព់ន័្ធ និ្ងពរងីក្យុទធសាស្តេតរបេរ់ដ្ឋា ភិបាលថាន ក្ជ់ាតិ

សដីមបឱី្យឱ្កាេការងារបាន្ានល ក្ដ់ល់តំបន្ជ់ន្បទ។ ឧទ រ ៍  ការេ ការ ៍ជាមួយនាយក្ដ្ឋា ន្

របេរ់ដ្ឋា ភិបាលសដីមបបីសងកីន្ការវនិិ្សយគសលីចំនួ្ន្ និ្ងគុ ភ្នពដន្ម ឌ លេុខភ្នព និ្ងសាលាសរៀន្ ឬ

ក្ក៏ារក្សាងស ដ្ឋា រចនាេម័ពន្ធមងមសទៀតមដលនឹ្ងស វ្ីឱ្យឱ្កាេការងារបាន្សាយភ្នយរគបទី់ក្មន្លង សៅ

ក្នុងតំបន្ជ់ន្បទ ចំម ក្ឯភ្នពសជឿន្សលឿន្សៅមុខដន្យុទធសាស្តេតរបេរ់ដ្ឋា ភិបាល បាន្ជួយេរមួល

ដល់ការស វ្ីឱ្យមាន្ភ្នពរបសេីស ងីក្នុងតំបន្។់ 

ខ. រក្េួងកិ្ចចការនារ ី         

 ១./ រក្េួងគួរមតផេពវផាយ   និ្ងជរមុញឱ្យមាន្ការយល់ដឹងអំពីេម្ម ៌និ្ងវេិមភ្នពមយន្ឌ្រ័   ក្នុង 

ចំសណាមនិ្សយជក្ម់ដលជាជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ ជាពិសេេសៅក្នុងឧេា ក្មមមដលមាន្េមាមារតស្តេត ី

ខពេ់មដលកំ្ពុងស វ្ីការមាន្ដូចជាសរាងចរក្ឧេា ក្មមកាតស់ដរជាសដីម។ 

២./រក្េួងគួរមតពិនិ្តយសមីល និ្ងចតវ់ាិនន្ការសដីមបាីននាថាេុខមាលាភ្នពរបេស់្តេតអំី ុងសពលដន្ការ

ស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្ ជាពិសេេរតូវសជៀេវាងការសរបីរបាេ់អំសពី ងិា និ្ងបញ្ជា សក្ងរបវញ័្ច សផេងៗជាសដីម។ 
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គ. អាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្ (ឧ. ឃុ/ំេងាក ត ់ខ ឌ ) 

១./អាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្គួរមតេ ការ ៍ជាមួយរដ្ឋា ភិបាលថាន ក្ក់្ណាត ល និ្ងអងគការមិន្មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាល 

សដីមបបីសងកីន្ការយល់ដឹង ស យីាននាថាជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ងមីៗរតូវបាន្គ្នពំាររបក្បសដ្ឋយរបេិទធិភ្នព 

សៅសពលមដលពួក្សគចូលមក្ដល់រាជាននី្ភនំសពញ ជាពិសេេសៅក្នុងេ គមន្រ៍កី្រក្មដលពួក្សគអាច

របឈមមុខនឹ្ងសរគ្នះថាន ក្ថ់ាន ក្ខ់ាល ងំ   និ្ងជួបបញ្ជា សផេងៗសទៀតជាងក្មន្លងដដទសទៀតសៅក្នុងរាជាននី្។ 

២./អាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្គួរមតជួយេរមបេរមួល សរៀបចំឯក្សារចបំាចន់ានាមដលមាន្របសយជន្៍េរមាប ់

ការរក្ការងារស វ្ី ការរក្សេវាមងទេុំខភ្នព         ការជួលលំសៅន ន្ និ្ងការអបរ់រំបេ់កុ្មាររបេជ់ន្

ចំណាក្រេុក្។ ការរសាវរជាវសន្ះបាន្រក្សឃញីថាជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ខលះរតូវសគតរមូវឱ្យបងដ់ងលឈនួលសដីមបី

បំសពញមបបបទ និ្ងេំ ំុឯក្សារ។ ជំនួ្េសដ្ឋយបញ្ជា សន្ះ អាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្គួរមតផតល់ឱ្យជន្ចំណាក្

រេុក្នូ្វសេវាក្មមទងំអេ់សន្ះសដ្ឋយមិន្គិតដងលឈនួលស យី។ 

៦.២.២. ដដគូអភិវឌ្ឍន្ ៍និ្ងអងគការសរៅរដ្ឋា ភិបាលអន្តរជាតិ 

១./ ដដគូអភិវឌ្ឍន្ ៍ និ្ងអងគការមិន្មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាលអន្តរជាតិ ដូចជាអងគការជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្អន្តរជាតិ 

(អាយ.អូ.អឹម) និ្ងពលក្មមអន្តរៈជាតិ (អាយ ូ) គួរមតជួយដល់ភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល និ្ងអងគការមិន្

មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាលសដីមបបីសងកីតជាក្មមវ ិ្ ី និ្ង/ឬ សរៀបចំសគ្នលន្សយបាយ និ្ងមផន្ការយុទធសាស្តេតមដលអាច

ជួយស វ្ីឱ្យរបសេីរស ងីនូ្វការ ស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយេុវតថិភ្នព និ្ងសាថ ន្ភ្នពសេដាកិ្ចច-េងគម

កិ្ចចរបេ់ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្សៅក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ  និ្ងជួយេរមួលការលបំាក្មដលពាក្ព់ន័្ធនឹ្ងការស វ្ី

ចំណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្។់ 

២./ អងគការពលក្មមអន្តរជាតិគួរមតស វ្ីការយ៉ងជិតេនិទធិជាមួយភ្នន ក្ង់ាររដ្ឋា ភិបាល,       អងគការមិន្មមន្

រដ្ឋា ភិបាល និ្ងអនក្តំណាងក្មមក្រសដីមបគី្នរំទដល់សគ្នលន្សយបាយអភិវឌ្ឍន្ឱ៍្យសៅជាការអនុ្វតតមដល

ាននាថាបាន្ទទួលរបាក្ក់្ដរមេមរមយេរមាបជ់ន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្ ់ ជាពិសេេេរមាបអ់នក្មដល

ស វ្ីការមាន្តួនាទីជាក្មមក្រ។        

 ៣./អងគការជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្អន្តរជាតិ (អាយ.អូ.អឹម)គួរមតបន្តកិ្ចចខិតខំរបឹងមរបងរបេ់ខលួន្មដលមាន្រចួ

មក្ស យីសដីមបកីាតប់ន្ថយបញ្ជា ក្នុងចំសណាមជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលស វ្ីដំស ីរពីជន្បទមក្កាន្ទី់រកុ្ង។ 
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៦.២.៣. អងគការមិន្មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាលក្នុងរេកុ្ 

១./ អងគការមិន្មមន្រដ្ឋា ភិបាលក្នុងរេុក្មួយចំនួ្ន្បាន្កំ្ពុងមតស វ្ីការរចួមក្ស យីសដីមបបីសងកីន្ការយល់

ដឹងក្នុងចំសណាមក្មមក្រពាក្ព់ន័្ធនឹ្ងការប តុ ះបណាត ល  និ្ងមបបបទសផេងៗសទៀតដន្ការទទួលបាន្ការ

ប តុ ះបណាត ល, ការអភិវឌ្ឍសេដាកិ្ចច-េងគម និ្ងការស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយេុវតថិភ្នពស យី

ការងារសន្ះមាន្សារៈេក្មមភ្នពសន្ះគួរបន្តស វ្ី និ្ងពរងីក្បមន្ថម។ 

២./រតូវបសងកីតក្មមវ ិ្ ីឱ្យបាន្សរចីន្សដីមបគី្នរំទដល់េមាជិក្ដន្េ គមន្ជ៍ន្បទ មដលកំ្ពុងមតរក្តល េ់ទី

សៅកាន្តំ់បន្ទី់រកុ្ងដូចជាសៅរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ   សដីមបឱី្យបាន្យល់ដឹងចាេ់អំពីសារៈេំខាន្ដ់ន្ការស វ្ី

ចំណាក្រេុក្របក្បសដ្ឋយេុវតថិភ្នព ស យីបសងកីតមផន្ការសដីមបទីបទ់ល់បញ្ជា សន្ះសៅតមអវីមដលវានឹ្ង

រតូវសកី្តស ងី។ 

៣./ អងគការសរៅរដ្ឋា ភិបាលរតូវតេ៊ូមតិជាមួយអាជាា ្រមូលដ្ឋា ន្ និ្ងរដ្ឋា ភិបាលក្ណាត លសដីមបឱី្យចំនួ្ន្ 

ដន្ការវនិិ្សយគបាន្សកី្ន្ស ងីសដីមបឱី្យឱ្កាេដន្ន្ការប តុ ះបណាត លសលចសចញជារូបរាង ជាពិសេេ 

េរមាបជ់ន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្ម់ដលកំ្ពុងមតរេ់សៅក្នុងេ គមន្រ៍កី្រក្ក្នុងរាជាននី្ភនំសពញ។ 

 ៦.២.៤. ជន្ចំណាក្រេកុ្ 

១./ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្ ់  និ្ងអនក្មដលកំ្ពុងមតពិចរណាស វ្ីការតល េ់ទីពីតំបន្ជ់ន្បទមក្កាន្់

រាជាននី្ភនំសពញគួរមតរបកាន្ស់គ្នលជំ រសដីមបសី វ្ីឱ្យខលួន្ពួក្សគមាន្េុវតថិភ្នព អំ ុងសពលដន្ដំស ីការ

ការស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្ មាន្ដូចជា រតូវស វ្ីមផន្ការជាក្ល់ាក្ ់ និ្ងមាន្ការសរៀបចំអំពីការតល េ់បតូរទីតងំ 

ស យីសជៀេវាងការសរបីរបាេ់អនក្េរមបេរមួល។ 

២./ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលមាន្េកាត នុ្ពលគួរមតាននាថាពួក្សគបាន្ដឹងដំ ឹងអំពីឱ្កាេការងារមដល

មាន្េកាត នុ្ពលមុន្សពលការស វ្ីចំណាក្រេុក្សដីមបាីននាថាពួក្សគមាន្សេចក្តីេងឃមឹជាក្់លាក្ ់ និ្ងឬ

មាន្ជំនាញសដីមបយីក្សៅអនុ្វតតន្ត៍មតួនាទីមដលអាចស វ្ីសៅបាន្។ 

៣./ ជន្ចំណាក្រេុក្មដលមាន្េកាត នុ្ពលគួរមតសេុីបការឱ្យបាន្ចាេ់ទងំបញ្ជា របឈម    និ្ងផល 

របសយជន្ម៍ដលបាន្មក្ពីការស វ្ីការចំណាក្រេុក្ក្នុងតំបន្់មុន្សពលេសរមចចិតតតល េ់ទីសៅរក្ការងារ។ 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1. Conclusions 

In terms of the demographics of the migrant populations of each Khan, the difference in 

education levels is likely a product of the presence of the Royal University of Phnom Penh in 

Khan Tuol Kork. This assertion is supported by the higher number of reported students in this 

Khan compared to Khan Meanchey.  This suggests that a proportion of students from rural 

areas are living in impoverished circumstances in urban poor communities in Phnom Penh in 

order to undertake their studies. This demographic distribution also has implications for other 

findings within this research. 

It is interesting that although a large number of people expressed a desire for formal training, 

and the availability of further education in Phnom Penh was a clear pull factor for migrants in 

both areas, less than 20% of the population reported having undertaken any form of formal 

training. This lack of vocational training undertaken by respondents may be due to limited 

opportunities offered by government agencies, and the high cost of training opportunities 

offered by the private centers. This lack of skill development could make it very challenging 

for migrants to find skilled employment, as was reported by those interviewed. Indeed the 

profile of employment in each of these Khans supports this assertion. The fact that more Khan 

Tuol Kork residents attained their skills through universities and private centers is consistent 

with the finding that more residents in Khan Toul Kork worked in professional roles. In other 

words, with a high level of training and skill, they were more able to obtain higher paying 

professional roles within companies, NGOs and government agencies.  

This suggests that there is not simply a need to support the skill development of migrants, but 

for there to be training that is relevant to the skilled employment fields where there is demand 

in for workers. It appears that such employment opportunities need not be tailored to Phnom 

Penh given that a third of respondents wished to return to their rural home towns. Having said 
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this, returning migrants may have limited opportunities to use these skills within rural areas 

given the lack of employment diversification. Addressing this lack of variety of work 

opportunities within rural areas may make it easier for migrants to return to Phnom Penh and 

may mitigate the rapidly increasing population in Phnom Penh, which is in part due to internal 

migration.   

Given that it was established that those with higher incomes spent more on their daily living 

needs, it is not surprising to find that daily expenditure was predictive of income levels. 

However, the predictive value of relationship with neighbors and community cohesion is 

more intriguing. As non-skilled workers, they need network among their peer; they could 

share information about the availability of jobs. By contrast, community cohesion may 

distract people from opportunities to work due to peer pressure to join in group activities. 

―Most of migrants were looking for jobs through their relatives, friends and neighbors (a 

staff from Care International Cambodia, per communication, September 2015)‖.  

Interestingly, gender was not a significant predictor of income level, suggesting that there was 

not a gender-based wage gap among these migrants. Finally, the finding that lack of 

information about safe migration was a significant predictor of lower income levels evidences 

the importance of safe migration in ensuring that migrants achieve the improvement in life 

circumstances that they seek in moving to Phnom Penh.   

Migrants were highly satisfied accessibility of water supply and electricity services as the 

result of their migration to Phnom Penh. In contrast they presented that they could not access 

to these services while they were in rural areas while migrants were also satisfied with 

accessibility of heath care, they reported that they were prevented from using these services 

by their inability to access the health equity fund, due to the high cost of healthcare. Similarly, 

the lack of ID Poor system in Phnom Penh was a significant concern for migrants, in terms of 

the lack of safety nets available to them in Phnom Penh. This demonstrates the importance of 
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ensuring the migrants have access to both of these systems when they arrive in Phnom Penh 

in order to minimize the potential negative impacts of their transition.  

6.2. Recommendations 

In order to promote safe migration among the rural people into Phnom Penh of Cambodia, the 

following recommendations are provided to: the government agencies, donors, international 

organizations, Non-governmental Organization (NGOs) and migrants. 

6.2.1. Government agencies 

Based on the findings, key government agencies at national and sub-national levels such as 

the Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training, the Ministry of Women's Affairs, and the 

local authorities could work to help the migrants in the following manner: 

a. The Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training.  

1. As only around 20% of the migrants had skills through professional trainings, the 

Ministry should develop initiatives to build capacity for a range of roles, that reflect 

both the current demands within the employment markets in rural and urban 

Cambodia, and the interests and aspirations of Cambodian migrants.   

2. The Ministry should work with existing vocational training centers to expand their 

coverage and programs for increasing the number of trainees. In particular, the 

program may be prioritized among marginalized youths in the rural areas.  

3. The Ministry should ensure that scholarships or subsidies are widely available to 

migrants living in urban poor communities to minimize cost as a barrier to education.  

4. The Ministry should negotiate with private companies and factories to discuss for 

decent salaries which help to enhance their living standard and quality of work. 

Establishment of a legal minimum wage across all sectors would significantly 

progress such discussions.    
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5. Work with other ministries and the broader national government strategy to diversify 

employment opportunities in rural areas. For example, working with other government 

departments to increase investment in the number and quality of health centers and 

schools, or other forms of infrastructure would simultaneously diversify employment 

opportunities within rural areas and progress government strategies to facilitate 

improvements in these areas.    

b. The Ministry of Women's Affairs.  

1. The Ministry should promote awareness of and encourage gender equity and equality 

amongst employers of migrants, particularly within industries where a high proportion 

of women are employed, such as the garments industry.  

2. The Ministry should monitor and take steps to ensure the welfare of women during the 

migration process, particularly with respect to their exposure to violence and the risk 

of exploitation. 

c. Local authorities (i.e., Khan, Sangkat and Commune).  

1. Local authorities should work with the central government and NGOs to raise 

awareness to ensure that new migrants are effectively supported to establish 

themselves in Phnom Penh, particularly within urban poor communities where they 

are likely to face more hazards and challenges than in other parts of the city.  

2. Local authorities should help to facilitate access to all necessary documents which are 

useful for their employment, health care, house rental and children‘ education of the 

migrants. The research has found that some migrants were required to pay a fee to 

process documents. Instead, the local authorities should provide them with these 

services free of charge. 

6.2.2. Donors and international organization 

1. International organizations and donors such as International Organization for 

Migration and International Labor Organization should help government agencies and 
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NGOs to establish programs and/or develop policies and strategic plans which help to 

improve safe migration and the socio-economic conditions of migrants in Phnom 

Penh, and mitigate the risks associated with internal migration.   

2. The International Labor Organization should work closely with the government 

agencies, NGOs and workers‘ representatives to support development policies and 

practices that ensure decent payment for internal migrants, particularly those working 

in labor roles.  

3. The International Organization for Migration should continue its existing efforts to 

reduce risks among the rural migrants.  

6.2.3. Non-governmental Organization (NGOs) 

1. A number of NGOs are already working to raise awareness among the workers with 

respect to training and other forms of skills acquisition, socio-economic development 

and safe migration, and it is essential that this work is maintained and scaled-up.  

2. Programs are needed to support members of rural communities looking to move to 

urban areas such as Phnom Penh to understand the importance of safe migration and 

make plans for this move accordingly.  

3. NGOs advocate to local authorities and the central government for increased 

investment in affordable training opportunities, particularly for internal migrants 

living in urban poor communities in Phnom Penh.  

6.2.4. The Migrants 

1. Internal migrants and those considering moving from rural areas to Phnom Penh 

should take steps to keep themselves safe during the migration process, such as 

making specific plans and arrangements for this move and avoiding use of facilitators. 
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2. Potential migrants should ensure that they are informed of potential employment 

opportunities before migrating to ensure that they have realistic expectations and/or 

have the skills to undertake the roles that are available.    

3. Potential migrants should investigate both the risks and benefits of internal migration 

before deciding to make this move. 
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Annex 1: Household Survey Questionnaire 

Household Survey Questionnaire 

Questionnaire Code: /____/____/____/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of team leader: _______________     Name of Interviewer: _________________ 

Date of Interview: _________________________ 

Location:   village:______           Sangkat:_______                 Khan:__________ 

Respondent‘s Phone number: _______________________ 

1. Demographic Information 

01 Name of respondent:___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

02 Age ________Years 03 Gender  0.Male  1.Female 

04 What is your marital status? SA 

 1.Single  2.Married   3.Divorced 

 

Scio-economic Impacts of Rural to Urban Migrants: a Case Study in Urban Poor of 

Phnom Penh City, Cambodia 

 

Research Objectives: 

 To analyze professional (i.e., skills and types of jobs) and socio-economic change (i.e., 

housing, education, health, and social acceptation) for rural migrants, 

 To explore legal procedures required (i.e., employment, housing, schooling for 

children) and life skills held by migrants for adapting new living environments,  

 To examine characteristics of safe migration from rural to urban areas of Phnom Penh, 

with a gender perspective,  

 To explore the near-future plans of rural to urban migrants, and possibility of returning 

back to their rural communities. 
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 4.Separated  5.Others: __________________  

05 What is your last educational level? ______________________________Years 

06 
Which year did you firstly move onto 

settle down in this house? 

Year________________________________ 

07 
How many total household members 

do you have in your household in 

Phnom Penh? 

 

 

7.1 Male_person(s) 7.2 Female_person(s) 

08 How many dependent members do 

your household have?  

(Those who still need your support in 

your family.) 

____________________________person(s) 

09 What is your primary current job? SA 

 1.Garment worker  2.Construction worker 3.Street vendor  4.Driver 

 5.Self-employed  6.Company staff 7.NGOs staff  8.Gov‘t 

staff  9.Stay at home  10.Rubbish collector 11.Others__  

10 How many children that are enrolling school at 

your home town? 

____________________person(s) 

11 
How many children that are not enrolling school 

in your hometown now (reaching the age for 

schooling)? 

____________________person(s) 

12 
How many children that are enrolling school in 

Phnom Penh with you now (reaching the age for 

schooling)? 

____________________person(s) 

13 
How many children that are not enrolling school 

and with you now (reaching the age for 

schooling)? 

____________________person(s) 

14 
Land size for settlement 

at hometown 

__square meter 15 
Land size for 

agriculture at 

hometown 

_ square meter 

16 
How many people are involving in income generation in 

your household?  

__________person(s) 

17 How much money can your household member earn per month in Phnom Penh?  

Source of Incomes USD/month Remark 

17.1

1 

Labor  wage   

17.2 Factory salary   

17.3 Company salary   

17.4 NGO Salary   

17.5 Government Salary   

17.6 Selling   
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17.7 Others_______________________________   

18 How much money does your household spend per month in Phnom Penh? 

Source of expense USD/month Remark 

18.1  Daily food consumption (incl. Gas...etc.)   

18.2  Children‘s education   

18.3  Daily transportation (incl. own vehicle)   

18.4  Electricity utility   

18.5  Water utility   

18.6  Solid waste collection   

18.7  House rental   

18.9  Others specify)_______________________   

 

2. Skill and Type of job  

19 Do you have skill (through training) relating to your 

current job? 

 

 0.Yes  1. No 

  20 Is your current skill sufficient for your current job?  0.Yes  1. No 

21 Has your work place provided you with any training?  0.Yes  1. No 

22 
If yes, how many courses you have taken at your work 

place? 

_____________course(s) 

23 And what were they? Please elaborate.____________________________________ 

24 Do you have a plan to take any professional skill in 

future? 

 0.Yes  1. No 

25 Skills training and employment opportunity: MA 

Types of skills Skill you have Skill you like Skill with high demand 

Machinery 01.  01.  01.  

Finance 02.  02.  02.  

Accounting 03.  03.  03.  

Administration  04.  04.  04.  

Driving 05.  05.  05.  

Marketing 06.  06.  06.  

Tourism 07.  07.  07.  
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Garment 08.  08.  08.  

Food 09.  09.  09.  

Beverage 10.  10.  10.  

Other_________ 11.  11.  11.  

26 
Where have you taken your professional skills? MA 

1.  Public center 2. University 3.  Private Center 4.  Others____ 

27 
Which country have you taken your 

professional training? 

1.  Cambodia 2.  Oversea 

 

3. Socio-Economic change  

Attributes Degree of changes 

VL L M H VH 

Living conditions and residency 

28.1 Living condition 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.2 Living environment 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.3 Housing condition 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.4 Food shortage  1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

Educational development 

28.5 Skill building 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.6 Advanced education 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.7 Education for children 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

Public and social services 

28.8 Access to health care 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.9 Electricity 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.10 Water supply 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.11 Solid waste collection 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.12 Obtaining to equity fund 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.13 Obtaining ID poor program 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

Social acceptation  

28.14 Relationship with neighbors 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.15 Community cohesion 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.16 Participation in community 

development  

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

28.17 Social security  1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  
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28.18 Communication with families in 

home town 

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

Note: 1. VL=Very Low        2.L=Low       3. M=Moderate      4.H=High       5.VH=Very High 

4. Legal procedure for new settlement  

29 Are you required to register with local administration 

for new settlement?  
 0. Yes  1. No 

 

30 

If yes, which level? SA 

1.  Municipality 2.  Khan 3.  Sangkat 

4.  Village 5.  Krom 6.  Others 

 

31 

And for what purposes? MA 

1.  House rental   2.  Employment 3.  Children education 

4.  Open business 5.  Bank account 6.  Other__________ 

32 Are you required to pay for procedure?  0. Yes  1. No 

 

5. Safe and safe migration  

33 Why did you decide to leave from your hometown? (Push Factors) MA 

1.  Lack of local employment 2.  Insufficient agricultural land 

3.  Follow couple 4.  Poverty 

5.  In debt 6.  Disaster  

7.  Further education 8.  Other_____________________________ 

34 

 

What are attracting you for new settlement? (Pull Factors) 

 

MA 

1.  Construction demand 2.  Industrialization 3.  Further education  

4.  Technology advancement 5.  Materialism 6.  Better infrastructure 

7.  Modernization  8.  Other______  

35 Did you have specific plan before migration?  0. Yes  1. No 

36 Did you consult with your family before migration?  0. Yes  1. No 

37 Did you know where to work before migration? 

 

 0. Yes  1. No 

38 Did you get any information about safe migration before 

you coming to the city?  

 0. Yes  1. No 

39 

 

If yes, whom? MA 

1.  Local authority 2.  NGOs 3.  Relatives 

4.  Friends/ Acquaintance 5.  Neighbor 6.  Others_____ 
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40 With whom did you firstly migrate to Phnom Penh? MA 

1.  Facilitator 2.  Spouse 3.  Relatives 4.  Friends/ Acquaintance 

5.  Sweet heart 6.  Sibling 7.  Others____  

41 Did you spend any money for their guidance? 

 

0.  Yes 1.  No 

 42 If yes how much? ________________________USD 

43 Have you ever faced any of the following incidents? 0.  Yes 

 

 

1.  No 

 
44 If yes, what have they been? MA 

1.  Cheating 2.  Sexual exploitation 3.  Trafficking  

4.  Rapping   5.  Physical violence 6.  Others_____________ 

45 How long did you take to find a job? _______________days 

 

Future Plan 

46 Are you planning to leave Phnom Penh in the future?  0. Yes  1. No 

 

47 

If yes, where would you plan to go? SA 

1.  Home town 2.  Other Cities 3.  Other Provinces  4.  Other 

Countries  
48 And when? _______________month 

49 Why are you planning to leave Phnom Penh? Please specify:  

____________________________________________________________________ 
50 Will your current skill be enough for your new job in the 

future? 
 0. Yes  1. No 
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Annex 2: Checklists 

Checklist 1: Key Informants with the Labor and Vocational Training (MoLVT) 

1. Please give brief information about the situation of rural migrants in Phnom Penh 

(general information such as current situation of migrants nowadays as well as push 

and pull factors... for what purposes they are migrating from rural areas for PP). 

2. What are the current government policies and strategies to support migrants from rural 

areas into Phnom Penh? 

3. What are the national programs/activities implementing by the Ministry (MoLVT) to 

improve socio-economic conditions of rural migrants in Phnom Penh? 

4. Why are rural people migrating into Phnom Penh? What are the main impacts from 

migration on the urban poor communities? 

5. What types of common jobs are popular among rural migrants? What types of jobs are 

suitable for unskilled migrants? And what is more suitable job for skilled migrants 

from rural areas? 

6. What rural migrants are required to do before moving to Phnom Penh to ensure safe 

migration? 

7. What are the key problems and constraints faced by rural migrants in urban area of 

Phnom Penh? 

8. What are your suggestions for improving socio-economic conditions of rural migrants 

in urban area of Phnom Penh?  

 

Checklist 2: Key Informants with the International Organization for Migration (IOM) 

1. Please give brief information about the situation of rural migrants in Phnom Penh. 

2. What are the push and pull factors of rural migration into Phnom Penh? 
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3. To your points of views, are their living conditions better than ones in the rural areas? 

If yes, why? If not why not? 

4. Are rural migrants skilled or unskilled workers? And why? 

5. What are the main programs implementing by IOMs and other NGOs for supporting 

the rural migrants in Phnom Penh? 

6. What activity/program did your organization do to improve skills of rural migrants for 

decent job in Phnom Penh?  

7. How to be successful migrants when they are returning home?  

8. What are the key problems and constraints faced by rural migrants in urban area of 

Phnom Penh? 

9. What are your suggestions for improving socio-economic conditions of rural migrants 

in urban area of Phnom Penh?  

 

Checklist 3: Key Informants with the District/Khan Governor and Village Heads 

1. Please give brief information about the situation of rural migrants in your 

district/village. 

2. How are the living conditions of rural migrants in your district/village? Are they better 

than one in the rural areas? 

3. What legal documents are required for migrants to have (1) accommodation, (2) 

utilities (i.e., electricity and water), and (3) employment contract and (4) children 

education? 

4.  Are there any program/activity implementing to support rural migrants? 

5. How are safe Commune/Sangkat programs beneficial to the rural migrants in your 

district/village? 

6. To your points of views, are they living in your districts/villages as long-term or short-

term? Are they returning their hometown in the future? 
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7. What are the key problems and constraints faced by rural migrants in your 

district/village? 

8. What are your suggestions for improving socio-economic conditions of rural migrants 

in urban area of Phnom Penh? 

 

Checklist 4: Focus Group Discussion (FGD) among the Migrants  

         (Participants: 5 male and 5 female for each group) 

1. Please give brief description about your communities you are living, in terms of (1) 

location, housing condition, utilities (electricity and water), water and sanitation. 

2. Why are you deciding to leave your home town for Phnom Penh? What are 

advantages and disadvantages of migration from rural to urban areas? 

3. Please list types of jobs that can be found by men and kinds of jobs that can be found 

by women find in Phnom Penh? Do they have different capacity in finding jobs? 

4. Is it difficult for you to find a job when you firstly arrive? Why are you deciding to 

work at your current job? Is your salary or wage sufficient for your living? 

5. How often do you change your jobs? And why? 

6. What are the problems commonly facing by rural migrants in this community? 
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Annex 3: Letters 
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Annex 4: Pictures of Field Work 
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Roundtable meeting with IOs & Local 

NGOs 

Group photo after roundtable meeting 

with IOs & Local NGOs 

Focus group discussion with migrants in 

village 23, Tuol Kork 

Group photo after focus group discussion 

in village 23, Tuol Kork 

Interview with vice head of Sangkat Teuk 

Laork Muoy, Tuol Kork 

 

Interview with village head of Steung 

Meanchey village, Meanchey 
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Activity of Interviewing with Meanchey 

Muoy Village Headman, Khan Meanchey 

STT‘s intern finding migrants to interview, 

Prek Takung 3 village, Meanchey 

Urban Settlement Officer interviewing a 

migrant in Prek Takung, Meanchey 

STT‘s staff talking with representatives 

from local authority in Prek Takung 

village, Meanchey 

Focus group discussion with migrants in 

Meanchey village, Meanchey 

Group photo after focus group discussion 

in Meanchey village, Meanchey 

Urban Settlement Officer interviewing a 

migrant in Prek Takung 1, Meanchey 


